GlobalTech®

World Class Cue Care Wipes
Shaft & Ferrule Cleaner (SFC) Product Description

World Class Cue Care Shaft & Ferrule Cleaner is a high performance
saturated wipe that lifts chalk, oil and grime from cue shafts and ferrules in
one easy step. This exclusive chemistry is laboratory tested and contains
no harsh chemicals that will dry out or damage wood shafts or ferrule
material. Each wipe contains safe, deep cleaning agents and conditioners
that dry rapidly without raising the wood grain. No more paper towels,
small expensive bottles or messy powders that raise the grain. Unlike other
cleaners, SFC is easy to use. Just pull out a wipe and start cleaning.

Highlights

Cleans cues and ferrules
Easy to use; one-step cleaning system packaged in a convenient dispenser
Saturated wipe will not scratch or damage cue
Fast drying formula will not raise the grain
Prevents the sticky build-up that develops over time
No more paper towels, small expensive bottles or messy powders

Method of Use

Vigorously wipe the entire shaft with the wood grain. Move to a clean area of
the wipe and continue cleaning until wipe appears dry. Heavily soiled cue shafts
and ferrules may require more than one wipe. For optimum results, follow with a
final polishing using our Shaft Treatment & Cue Polish.

Ordering Information

SuperSaturated SmartWipes, 100 ct, 6" x 9", 12/cs
Weight
Dimensions

SW100SFC

20 lbs
16" x 11" x 16"

Shaft Treatment & Cue Polish (STP) Product Description

World Class Cue Care Shaft Treatment & Cue Polish is a high performance
saturated wipe that creates an ultra smooth cue. It seals, conditions,
preserves and polishes while adding a protective finish that repels moisture,
dirt and chalk in one-easy step. This extremely safe chemistry is a laboratory
tested, non-toxic and contains no abrasives or harsh chemicals to harm or
dull the cue’s finish. Unlike other products, STP wipes are easy to use; just
pull out a wipe to restore the luster, shine and natural beauty of the cue.
Each wipe contains advanced polishing agents that will not build-up; no mpre
waxy or sticky shafts. Ideal for fiberglass, graphite and composite cues.

Highlights

Polishes cues; leaves an ultra smooth finish on wood, fiberglass,
graphite and composite cues
Easy to use; one-step polishing treatment in a convenient dispenser
Non-toxic, no abrasives or harsh chemicals; will not harm or dull finish
Contains no wax that attracts dirt and chalk
Eliminates waxy build-up and sticky shafts
Seals, conditions and preserves the wood shaft
Adds a sparkling shine; helps remove surface scratches from the cue’s finish
Leaves a protective surface that repels moisture, fingerprints, dirt & chalk
Eliminates the use of powder or gloves

Method of Use

Wipe the entire shaft with the wood grain using rapid motion and moderate
pressure. Continue this process for approximately 30 seconds. Repeat this
process until desired shaft smoothness and luster is achieved. Enhance the feel
of your entire cue; safe to use on the forearm, butt sleeve and cap. For
optimum results, use our Shaft & Ferrule Cleaner prior to polishing.

Ordering Information

SuperSaturated SmartWipes, 100 ct, 6" x 9", 12/cs
Weight
Dimensions

Environmental Policy

JNJ is committed to providing high quality products and services in a manner
that does not impact upon, but enhances the environment.

Waste Disposal

For disposal methods, consult a licensed waste management firm or the
appropriate local, state and federal agencies in your area.

SW100STP

20 lbs
16" x 11" x 16"

Storage & Shelf Life

3 month shelf life from date of shipment. Store at room temperature.

Availability

Products are available through global sales and a nationwide network of
distributors.

The data supplied in this document is for guidance only and is not intended to serve as a specification or recommendation. JNJ Industries does not guarantee the accuracy of the information and does
not assume liability in connection with any damages that may be incurred while using the product and reserves the right to change the above data without notice.
For more information, refer to the corresponding Safety Data Sheet.
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